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Macassar Stemmed Glasses

2

2

39950
Flute

170ml - 6 Pack

39954
Stemglass

350ml - 6 Pack

39953
Stemglass

250ml - 6 Pack

Macassar High Ball Tumblers

2

2
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Macassar Bowls

2

2

39951
Footed Bowl

2.75Ltr - 225mm:dx156.5mm

39952
Salad Bowl

2.75Ltr - 225mm:dx120.5mm

39949
Small Bowl

390ml - 120mm:dx68.5mm - 6 Pack

39959
Old Fashioned Tumbler

380ml - 6 Pack

39956
High Ball Tumbler
360ml - 6 Pack

39957
Shooter Glass
60ml - 6 Pack
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Endless Pleats

With their straight-cut lines, the stemmed glasses from the Macassar collection transport us to a 
universe of Art Deco haute couture. The glasses exude sophistication with a flowing pleat, 

running from their elegant stem to their very top, and unity with symmetric lines. The shapes of 
the glasses in the unique sparkle of crystal glass celebrate freedom of style and the precious 

detailing of angled corners blended with curves. In the style of a contemporary dress designer 
revisiting the timeless conventions of fashion, these limpid geometric sculptures break away 

from tradition to embolden your table.

Macassar Vase

2

2

Macassar Bar 

2

2

39937
Decanter

900ml - 106mm:dx230mm

39938
Ice Bucket

1.55Ltr - 147mm:dx150mm

39960
2.73Ltr - 270x265mm
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Amarante Stemmed Glasses

2

2

39942
Stemglass

450ml - 6 Pack

39941
Stemglass

350ml - 6 Pack

39940
Flute

190ml - 6 Pack

The stemmed glasses from the Amarante collection 
successfully combine the fundamental proportions 

of architecture and the refined seduction of jewellery 
craftsmanship. The stem, faceted like a polygonal 

column, is topped with a stylised jewelled stud 
sporting descending rings, featuring the simplicity of 
the Art Deco style and the symmetry of its lines. The 

sensuality of the jewel and the pure sound of the 
crystal glass further enhance the pleasure of tasting 

in these tulip-shaped glasses.

Perfectly Proportioned



39935
750ml - 100mm:dx205mm

39936
1.47Ltr - 146mm:dx150mm
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39945
Shooter Glass
60ml - 6 Pack

Architecte Tumblers

2

2

39944
High Ball Tumbler
360ml - 6 Pack

39946
Old Fashioned Tumbler

320ml - 6 Pack

39947
Old Fashioned Tumbler

380ml - 6 Pack

Architecte Decanter

2

2

Architecte Ice Bucket

2

2

Architecte Vase

2

2

39948
2.73Ltr - 270x265mm

Faceted Geometry
A collection inspired by the Roaring Twenties, 
an imprint of an era that perfectly mastered 
geometric art and sculpture.
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Rendez-vous Bowls

2

2

39962
Small Bowl

390ml - 120mm:dx68.5mm - 6 Pack

39965
Salad Bowl

2.75Ltr - 225mm:dx120.5mm

39964
Footed Bowl

2.75Ltr - 225mm:dx157mm

The Rendez-Vous collection draws its intense sparkle from the depth and the abundance of the 

shimmering vertical facets as well as the motion of the mouldings covering the glasses. 

Spectacularly cut to sculpt light, they display the simplicity of prominent symmetrical lines, structured 

like a cut diamond as if part of a precious bracelet. 

Sculptured Light

Long-lasting brilliance
Our crystal glass is as brilliant and pure after 300 dishwasher 
cycles as the day it was made.

Superior strength
Ultra-innovative, our crystal glass is up to 50% more resistant 
than market standards.

The composition of our crystal glass gives it a clear, pure 
sound, every bit as satisfying as that of crystal. An outstanding 
sensory experience.

Perfect acoustics

A unique formula, combined with production techniques 
that use the very best raw materials. Exceptional 
transparency, with an index of 98.8, superior to market 
standards.

Complete transparency
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Mythe Vase

2

2

39961
2.73Ltr - 270x265mm

Collectionneur Vase

2

2

39939
2.73Ltr - 270x265mm

A myriad of sparkles surge from the vases, dancing wherever the light takes them, “each time never quite the same nor 
completely different” as would say the great French poet Paul Verlaine. Shifting reflections from the geometric facets which 
form the sides, fanciful visual perception and impressive density: these crystalline sculptures ricochet delicate and 
enchanting rays of sunlight

Luminous pieces of art


